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Abstract 

A complete set of generators for Straubing’s dot-depth-two monoids has been characterized 
as a set of quotients of the form A*/ wCn, ,,,,, where n and M denote positive integers, A* denotes 
the free monoid generated by a finite alphabet A, and mCn,,,) denote congruences related to 
a version of the Ehrenfeucht-Frays& game. This paper studies combinatorial properties of the 
N~,,~)‘s and in particular the inclusion relations between them. Several decidability and 
inclusion consequences are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

This paper deals with the problem of the decidability of the different levels of the 
dot-depth hierarchy and in particular with its second level. The problem is a central 
one in language theory. Its study is justified by its recognized connections with the 
theory of automata, formal logic a;ld circuit complexity. The method used relies on 
a game-theoretical approach that was introduced by Thomas [19] and used in [l-5]. 

In Section 1.1, we recall the basic definitions and well-known results concerning the 
dot-depth hierarchy. Section 1.2 includes the definition of the game that is used in the 
proofs of our results and Section 1.3 presents a summary of our main results in this 
paper. 

1.1. The dot-depth hierarchy 

First, notation and basic concepts are introduced in order to define the decidability 
problem of the dot-depth hierarchy. 
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Let A be a finite set of letters. The regular languages over A are those subsets of A*, 
the free monoid generated by A, constructed from the finite languages over A by the 
boolean operations, the concatenation product and the star. The star-free languages 
are those regular languages which can be obtained from the finite languages by the 
boolean operations and the concatenation product only. According to Schiitzenber- 
ger [14], L c A* is star-free if and only if its syntactic monoid M(L) is finite and 
aperiodic (or M(L) contains no nontrivial subgroups). General references on the star- 
free languages are [9, 10, 121. 

Natural classifications of the star-free languages are obtained based on the alternat- 
ing use of the boolean operations and the concatenation product. Classes of languages 
A*YO, A*YI, . . . introduced by Straubing in [16] form a hierarchy which is closely 
related to the so-called dot-depth hierarchy introduced by Cohen and Brzozowski in 
[7]: A*YO consists of the empty set and A*, and A*Yk+I denotes the class of 
languages over A which are boolean combinations of languages of the form 
LOaIL,az . . . amLm (m30) with L,, ,..., L,EA*Y~ and aI ,..., a,EA. Let A*Y= 
Uk a oA*9’“k. L E A* is star-free if and only if L E A*Yk for some k > 0. The dot-depth 
of L is defined as the smallest such k. 

The fact that the dot-depth hierarchy is infinite has long been known [6], i.e. 
A*Yk+ 1 # A*Yk for every k (a proof, using games, is given in [20]). The question of 
effectively determining the dot-depth of a given star-free language remains open. 
Simon [lS] has shown that one can decide if a given language has dot-depth one, and 
Straubing [17] gave a decision procedure for k = 2 but which works only for an 
A with two letters. Straubing conjectured that his algorithm works for an arbitrary A. 
Results relative to the characterization of dot-depth-two languages are the subject of 
this paper. 

For k > 1, let us define subhierarchies of A*Yk as follows: for all n 2 1, let A*Yk, ,, 
denote the class of boolean combinations of languages of the form LOaIL,az . . . a,,,L,,, 

(O<mdn), with L,, ,..., L,,,EA*_~T~_~ and a, ,..., a,EA. We have A*Yk= 

U,,> 1A*9’“k,.. Easily, A*Yk,” c A*Yk+I,, and A*Yk,n E A*?fk,,+l. 
The Straubing hierarchy gives examples of *-varieties of languages. One can show 

that Y”, Vk and Vk, ,, are *-varieties of languages. According to Eilenberg, there exist 
monoid varieties V, Vk and V,, II corresponding to V, Vk and Yk, ,,, respectively. V is 
the variety of aperiodic monoids. We have that, for L c A*, L E A*Y if and only if 
M(L)E V, for each k > 0, LE A*Yk if and only if M(L)E V, and, for k 3 1, II 3 1, 
L E A*Yk, ,, if and only if M(L) E V,, “. The dot-depth-two problem reduces to charac- 
terizing effectively the monoids which are in V, but not in VI. 

1.2. The Ehrenfeucht-Frai3se game technique 

Our contributions related to the decidability problem of the dot-depth hierarchy 
were obtained by carefully exploiting the Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse game technique. This 
method was used by Thomas [ 191 to give a new proof of the infinity of the dot-depth 
hierarchy. 

First, one regards a word w E A* of length ) w 1 as a word model w = ((1, . . . , w}, 
< w, (QI)aEA), where the universe (1, . . . . ) w I} represents the set of positions of letters 

in w, < w denotes the < -relation in w, and Qr are unary relations over { 1, . . . , ( w I} 
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containing the positions with letter a, for each a E A. To any k-tuple fi = (ml, . . . , mk) of 
positive integers, where k >, 0, and any words u and u from A* corresponds a game 
F&(u, v) which is played between two players I and II on the word models u and u. 
A play of the game consists of k moves. In the ith move, player I chooses, in u or in v, 
a sequence of mi positions of letters; then player II chooses, in the remaining word, 
also a sequence of mi positions of letters. After k moves, by concatenating the position 
sequences chosen from u and u, two sequences of positions pr . . . pn (pi < ... d P,,) 
from u and q1 . . . qn (ql < ... < qn) from v have been formed where 
n=mi+ ... + mk. Player II has won the play if the two subwords (a word a, . . . a, is 
a subword of a word w if there exist words w,,, . . . , w, such that w = w0ulw1u2 . . . a,~,) 
given by the position sequences pi . . . p,, and q1 . . . qn coincide. One writes that u -m v if 
player II has a winning strategy to win each play of the game gfi(u, v). -* naturally 
defines a congruence on A*. The importance of -* lies in the fact that V, can be 
characterized in terms of the monoids A*/-(ml,..,,m,). Thomas [18, 191 and Perrin and 
Pin [Ill] infer that, for k >, 1, ME V, if and only if there exists ti = (ml, . . ..m.J such 
that M divides A* / -,+ or, more precisely, for k 3 1, n 2 1, ME Vk, n if and only if there 
exists * = (n, ml, . . . . mkml) such that M divides A*/-, (V, = (A*/-1 - 2 -Cm,,..,,mt) 

for some(m, ,..., m,J> and V,,,= {A*/-( -2 -(n,m, ,__., mx_l)forsomem, ,..., mk_,>). 
Hence the monoids A*/-* form a class of monoids that generate V in the sense that 
every finite aperiodic monoid is a morphic image of a submonoid of a monoid of the 
form A*/- *. 

1.3. Decidubility and inclusion results 

Reference [S] characterizes the dot-depth-two monoids of the form A*/wm: 
A*J-Cm,,...,mtj is of dot-depth two if and only if k = 2, or k = 3 and m2 = 1. This paper 
studies dot-depth-two monoids, and in particular the monoids A*/-(,, m) and 
A*/ -Cn, l,m). More specifically, in Sections 2, 3 and 4 we study combinatorial proper- 
ties of the -cn, m)‘s and -~~,i,~)‘s and the inclusion relations between them. Study- 
ing properties of the -c~,~))s and -cn,i,,,;s sheds some light on the dot-depth-two 
syntactic monoids. Several decidability and inclusion consequences are discussed in 
Section 5. 

Reference [3] shows that, for ) Al = 2, A,*Yz, 1 2 A,*Yz, 2 = Az^y_,, 3 2 A*Y2,4 

= A*Y2,5 2 ... and, for (A( >, 3, A*T2, 1 # A*Y”-,,~ # A*TF~,~ # ... (here IA( de- 
notes the cardinality of A). Let A*/N~ be of dot-depth two. The 2-dot-depth 
(abbreviated 2dd) of A*/N~ is defined as the smallest n for which A*/-,E V,,,. In 
Section 5.1, we show that the 2-dot-depth of all the generators A*/-(,,,) can be 
determined from the values of (A 1, n and m, and the 2-dot-depth of all the monoids of 
the form A*/ mCn, 1, ,,,) where 1 Al = 2 can be determined from the value of n. An upper 
bound for the 2-dot-depth of all the monoids of the form A*/-(, l,m) where I A I > 3 is 
given. 

Section 5.2 deals with a conjecture of Pin. A special case of one of the results 
in this paper implies that a conjecture of Pin concerning tree hierarchies of mo- 
noids (the dot-depth and the Straubing hierarchies being particular cases) is false. 
More precisely, (8, A*} is associated with the tree reduced to a point. Then to the 
tree 
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t= 

is associated the boolean algebra VC which is generated by all the languages of the 
form LioUlLtlU2 . . . a,Li,., with 0 < i0 < ... < i, < m, where, for 0 d j d r, LijE”y;,i. 

Pin [13] conjectured that Vt G VC, if and only if t is extracted from t’. 
Section 5.3 contains some results on equations. Equations are used to define 

monoid varieties. Abstract arguments show that every monoid variety can be ulti- 
mately defined by a sequence of equations. We give equations satisfied in the monoid 
varieties V,, n. 

In Section 5.4, generalizations of the inclusion results of Section 4 to arbitrary 
-Cml,...,mx) are discussed. 

The reader is referred to [8, 121 for all the algebraic and logical terms not defined in 
this paper. In the following sections, we assume IA 1 > 2 (unless otherwise stated). A+ 
will denote A*\(l), where 1 denotes the empty word; 1 WI, (WCX) the number of 
occurrences of the letter a in a word w (the set of letters in a word w); m,, . . . ,mk, 

nl, . . . , ylv, m, m’, n and n’ positive integers, Lx] the largest integer smaller than or equal 
to x and rx] the smallest integer larger than or equal to x. 

2. Some basic properties of the congruences -rir 

2.1. An induction lemma 

This section is concerned with an induction lemma for the -c’s. 
In what follows, if w = a, . . . a, is a word and 1 < i d j Q n, w[i, j], w(i, j), w(i,j] 

and w[i,j) will denote the segments ai...aj, ai+i . ..aj-r. ut+l...Uj and Ut...uj-l, 

respectively. 

Lemma 2.1. 24 -c,,, m) v if and only if 

l for every PI, . . . . pn EU (PI < e.1 < p,), there exist ql, . . . . qn Ev (ql < .. 
such that 

(1) Qzpi if and only if Q,Vqi, u E A for 1 < i < n, 

(2) uCl,p1) -ri vC1,41), 
(3) u(Pi, Pi + 1) “M V(qi, qi+l) for 1 d i < ?I - 1, 

(4) n(Pn, lull -,N vh lull, and 
l for every qI,...,q,Ev (ql < ... d q,,), there exist pl,...,pneu (pl < .. 

such that (l)-(4) hold. 

2.2. An inclusion lemma 

This section is concerned with an inclusion lemma which gives conditions which 
insure -cnl ,.__, nk,) to be included in -cm ,,..., mk). A trivial condition is the following: 

k ,< k’ and there exist 1 < iI < ... < ik < k’ such that ml < n,,, . . ..mk < ni*. 
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Define .M(mr,..., mk)=(ml+l)+~~(mk+l)-1. We can show that xN 

%,,...,mx) XNfl (N = JV-(rni, . ..) q)) and that N is the smallest n such that x” 

-(ml, . . ..%I x”+i for 1x1 = 1. It follows that if U, UEA* and u -(ml,,.,,m~) u, then 
1~1, = 101, < _N(q,...,mJ or IuI~, JuI, Z N(ml,...,mk). The following lemma fol- 
lows easily from Lemma 2.1 and the above remarks. 

Lemma 2.2. -(ml ,..., mt) E -wN(~ ,...., w and -cm ,,.... mx) $ -(.,+qrnl ,.,., m,) + 1). Conse- 
quently, a necessary condition for -(n,,.,.,nk,, to be included in N(m,,...,mt) is 

JlrM,, ..., mk) d N(nl, . . ..nv). Moreover, if kbk and there exist 
rJ=j,< . . . <j,-, <j, = k’ such that mi < J(nj,_,+1, . . ..nji) for 1 < i < k, then 

-(nj, . . . . n,,) E -@I,, . . . . m& 

3. Some positions of a word w 

This section is concerned with some positions of a word w, i.e. (m) positions, (m, m’) 
positions where m > m’, and (m), positions where IA I = r. 

3.1. (m) positions 

We give induction lemmas for the -cn, m) ‘s after defining the positions which spell the 
first occurrences of every subword of length < m of a word w (or the (m) first 
positions in w). 

Let WE A+ and let w1 denote the smallest prefix of w such that wltl = wc( (call the 
last position of wl, pr); let w1 denote the smallest prefix of w(p,, [WI] such that 
wza = (w(pi, I w I])a (call the last position of w2, p2); . . . let w, denote the smallest 
prefix of w(~~_~,Iwl] such that w,c( =(~(p,_~,Iwl])c~ (call the last position of 

%I, PA. 
Iflwal = Lpi,..., pm are the (m) first positions in w and the procedure terminates. If 

Iwal > LPI, ee.9 pm are among the (m) first positions in w. To find the others, we repeat 
the process to find the (m) first positions in w [l, pl) and the (m - i + 1) first positions 
in W(pi-1, pi) for 2 < i < m. 

We can define similarly the positions which spell the last occurrences of every 
subword of length d m of w (or the (m) last positions in w). The (m) first and the (m) 
last positions in w are called the (m) positions in w. The number of(m) positions in w is 
bounded above by 29(m), where 9(m) denotes the index of -(,,,). 

Consider the following example: let A = {a, b, c) and 
----- -__ 

w = abbbbbaaaabbbbaaaaab~b~~~~bbbbbb~~~bbcabcbbb- 

&cbbbcbcblabb. 

The overlined positions of w are the (5) first positions in w. 
The following facts hold. 
Fact 1: If p is among the (m) first positions of w, then w [ 1, p] can be divided (using 

the above process) into at most m segments wl, . . . , w, whose last positions, say 

Pl, . . ..Pm-1. P(P1 G ... < pm_ 1 < p), spell the first occurrence of a subword of length 
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d m of w (also, pl, . . . , pm_ 1 are among the positions which spell such occurrences). 

It is clear that w[l, p) +cm, w[l,p], and if p1 < ... < pmml < p, then w[l,p] 
-cm) w[l, p]v if and only if vc( G W,CI, where VEA*. 

Fact 2: If p is among the (m) first positions of w, then consider the decomposition of 
w[l,p] asinfact 1. Ifp, < . . . < pm - 1 < p, then p is the first occurrence of its letter in 
w(p,- 1, 1 w I]. If, in addition, q E w(p,- 1, p) and q is also among the (m) first positions 
of w, then q is the first occurrence of its letter in w(p,_ 1, 1 w I]. 

Fact 3: If p and q (p < q) are among the (m) first positions of w, and there is no such 
position between p and q, then there exist pl, . . . , pm 1 E w (pl < . . . < pm_ 1 < p) such 
that pl, . . . ,pm-l,pandp 1,. . . , pm- 1, q spell the first occurrences of subwords of length 
d m of w, or w(p, q) = 1 and there exist pl, . . ..pmel EW (pl d . . . < P,,_~ = p) such 

that p1 , . . . , pm_ 1, q spell the first occurrence of a subword of length < m of w (also, in 

both situations, pl, . . . , pm_ 1 are among the positions which spell such occurrences). 
To see this, consider the decomposition of w [l, q] as in fact 1. Fact 2 implies the result. 

Similar facts hold for the (m) last positions of w. 

Lemma 3.1. Let u,vEA+ be such that u -cn,i) v and let pl,...,pteu (pl < . . . <pJ 

(4 1, . . ..qt.Ev(ql < ... < qt,)) be the (m) positions in u (v), where m < L(J(n, n’) - 1)/2J 
Then 

0 t=t’. 

l Qzpi if and only if Qiqi, u E A for 1 < i < t. 
Here p1 = q1 = 1, pt = IuI and qt, = 1~11. 

Proof. We show the result form = L(N( n, n’) - 1)/2J (the proof is similar for the other 
values of m). For each 1 < i d t, there exist 1 < iI 6 . . . < i,_ I < i (or 
. . 
I<I,-l< ... < iI < t)suchthatpi,,...,pi,_l,pi(orpi,p. Im _ 1, . . . , pi,) spell the first (or 
the last) occurrence of a subword of length d m in U. The result follows from Lemma 
2.1 by considering different plays of the game ‘9 = 9C,n1J(~, v). In a first round of 
games, one for each 1 d i < t, player I, in the first move, among pi1,. . .) pi,_ I, pi, 
chooses pin,, pi,.,, . . . , and pi for a total of at most n positions since m < nn’. In a second 
round of games, one for each pair (i,j) with 1 d i, j ,< t, for the first move, player 
I chooses among pi1, . . .) pi,_ ,) pi, pj,, . . . , pj,,, _ I, pj, put in linear order, the (n’ + 1)th 

from the left, the (n’ + 1)th from the right, the 2(n’ + 1)th from the left, the 2(n’ + 1)th 
from the right, . . . for a total of no more than n positions since N(1, m) < M(n, n’). 
More details follow. 

If n = 1, consider the plays of the game 54 where player I, in the first move, chooses 
pi for some 1 d i < t. If n > 1, let fi, . . . . fiEu (fi < ... <fi) (f[ ,..., f,:Ev 

(“fi < ... <f,!)) be the (m) first positions in u (v). Then Y = r’, and Q:L if and only if 
QiJ’, UE A for 1 < i $ r. To see this, for each 1 < i < r, by fact 1, there exist 
l<iI< ... < i,_I < i such thatA,, . . . . fi,_ ,,fi spell the first occurrence of a subword 
of length < m in U. In a round of games, one for each 1 < i < r, player I, in the first 
move, among f,,, . . . , L,_,,h, chooses.hn,,_h2n., . . . . and fi for a total of no more than 

n positions. A similar statement is valid for the (m) last positions 11, . . . . 1, EU 

(11 < 1.. < 1,) (I;, . . . ,l:,Ev (I; < ... < I:,)) in u (v). 
The proof is complete if we show the following: 
(1) fi = Ij if and only if h’ = l(i, and 
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(2) h < lj if and only iffy’ < l>, for 1 < i < r, 1 < j < s. 
We show (2) (the proof for (1) is similar). Assume that, for some 1 < i < r, 1 <j < s, 
fi < lj but f;’ 3 1;. Consider the play of the game 9 where player I, in the first move 
amonghi, . . . , fi,_ 1, fi, lj, lj,,_ I, . . . , lj,, chooses the (n’ + 1)th from the left, the (n’ + 1)th 
from the right, the 2(n’ + 1)th from the left, the 2(n’ + 1)th from the right, . . . for a total 
of at most n positions. Call them rr, . . . . r,, (rl d ... < r,). There exist sr, . . . . s, 
(sl d ... d s,) satisfying Lemma 2.1. We have that if rk = fi,,..+,,, then sk > fi:,_,+l,; if 

m+l-k - -1 jrc.+,,2 thens,+t-k d (,,“+1,; if rk =J, then Sk afi’; and if rk = lj, then sk < 1). 

If n is odd, lj = rcn + II/Z. Put r = r(cn + 1)/z) - 1, r’ = q(, + 1)~) + I, s = s(tn + 1)p) - I and 

s’ = qn + 1)p) + 1. We have that u(r, lj) -cn’) v(s, scn + 1)/z). Let the positions (among the 
< Jlr(l, m) positions considered) which are in u(r, lj) be denoted by pi, . . . ,pk, 

(Pi G ... d pi,) (p;, = fi). However, the word (of length < n’) spelled by p;, . . . , pi, is in 
u(r, lj) but not in V(S, S( ,, + 1)/z) since by assumption fi’ > 1;. 

If n is even, put r = rnjz, r’ = r(,,/z) + 1, s = s,,/~ and s’ = s(,,~)+ 1. If n’ < 2, r = 5 and 
r’ = lj. s 2 fi’ and s’ d 1; together with fi’ > 1; lead to a contradiction, If n’ > 2, we have 
that u(r, r’) -(n’) v(s, s’). Let the positions (among the < N(l, m) positions considered) 
which are in u(r, r’) be denoted by pi, . . . , pi, _ 1 (pi < ... < ph, _ 1). However, the word 
(of length < n’) spelled by p;, . . . , pb,_ 1 is in u(r, r’) but not in u(s, s’) since by 
assumption h’ 2 1). 0 

The following lemmas are from [S] and give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
- (n, ,,-equivalence. 

Lemma 3.2. Let u,v~A+ and let pz ,..., pz~u (pl < ... < pz) (ql ,..., qz,Ev 

(41 < ... < qz,)) be the (m) positions in u (v). u ~(1, m) v if and only if 
0 t = t’, 
a Q,“pz zf and only if Q,Vqi, a E A for 1 < i < t, and 

l u(Pi, Pi+11 “(1) v(qi, qi+l)for 1 G i d t - 1. 

Lemma 3.3. Let n > 1. Let u, VEA+ and let p1 ,..., pz~u (pl < ... < pz) (ql ,..., qz,Ev 

(41 < ... < qz,)) be the (m) positions in u (v). u -(n,m~ v if and only if: 
a t=t’. 
l Qipz if and only if Qiqz, a E A for 1 < i < t. 

l u(Pi, Pi+l) 3-2,m) u(qi, 4i+l)for 1 G id t - 1. 

l for 1 G i < t - 1 and for every rl,...,r,-,Eu(pi,pz+l) (rl < ... < rEmI), there 
exist s I,...,s,~z~v(qi,qz+1) (~1 < ... < ~“-1) such that 

(1) Qirj zfand only ifQiSj> aEAfor 1 ,<j< n- 1, 

(2) drj, rj+ I) m(m) v(sj, Sj+ I) for 1 < j d n - 2, 

(3) u(Pi, rl) “(m) v(qi, s1). 
Also, there exists 1, . . . , s,- 1 E U(qi, qi+ 1) (which may be difirentfrom the positions which 
satisfy (l), (2) and (3)) (sl < ... < s,_~) such that (l), (2) and 

(4) u(r,-I> Pi+I) -cm) v(s”-19 4i+l) 

hold. Similarly, for every sl, . . . ,s,-1 Ev(qz, qz+l) (~1 < ... < sn-I), there exist 
rl, . . ..r.-~~u(pz,pz+l) (rI < ... < r,-I) such that(l), (2) and (3) hold (also (l), (2) and 
(4) hold). 
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l for 1 < i < t - 1 undfor every rl,...,r,EU(pi,pi+l) (rl < ... < r,), there exist 
~1, ...,s,~~(qi, qi+l) (~1 < ‘.. < s,) such that 

(5) Qirj if and only ty Qisj, u E A for 1 d j d II, 

(6) n(rj, rj+l) -(,,,) v(sj> sj+l) for 1 G j < n - 1. 
Similarly, for every sl, . . ..s.Eo(qi, qi+l) (~1 < ... < s,), there exist rl, . . ..r. 

EU(Pi5 Pi+l) (rl < ... < r,) such that (5) and (6) hold. 

3.2. (m, m’) positions 

Let m > m’. In the proof of Lemma 4.3, we will talk about the (m, m’)$rst positions 
of a word w E A+ (they form a subset of the (m) first positions of w). They are defined 
recursively as follows: let w1 denote the smallest prefix of w such that w,a = WCL (call 
the last position of wr, pl); let w2 denote the smallest prefix of w(p,, Iw I] such that 
wzcl = (w(pl, 1 w I])cr (call the last position of w2, pz); . . . let w,_ 1 denote the smallest 
prefix of w(P,_~, lwl] such that W,_~CY = (w(P,_~, Iwl])cr (call the last position of 
w,_r, P,_~). The pi’s divide w into segments wi = w[~+_r,,,,, + 1, pjm*]r where 

1 d j < L(m - 1)/m’] (h ere pO + 1 = 1). We describe the (m, m’) first positions in 
w which are included in w;. Case 1 relates to the situation when 

P(j-l)m’+l < P(j-l)m’+Z < “’ < Pjm’ and case 2 to the opposite situation, in which 
case w> is the very last segment of w. No (m, m’) first position is included in 

w(P&n - l)/rn’Jrn’> I w II. 
Case 1: Here, if lw>al = 1, pjm, is the only (m, m’) first position in WI. If lwjal > 1, 

pjms is among the (m, m’) first positions in wi. To find the others, we repeat the process 
to find the (m - (j - l)m’, m’) first positions in w [pu_ lIm, + 1, pj,,). 

Case 2: If I w>cr 1 = 1, the procedure terminates. If 1 w@ 1 > 1, we repeat the process to 
find the (m - (j - l)m’, m’) first positions in w[pu_ I)m, + 1, pj,,). 

We can define similarly the (m, m’) lust positions of w. The (m, m’) first and the 
(m, m’) last positions in w are called the (m, m’) positions in w. The number of (m, m’) 
positions in w is bounded above by 2L(m - l)/m’lC~~~(m’L(rn - 1)/&l)‘, where 
r = IwaJ. 

Consider the example in Section 3.1: 

w = ubbbbb~u~ub~bb~uuuabc~~c~~b~bbbb~b~bbcabcbc- 

bbbabccbbbcbcbuubb. 

The overlined positions of w are the (5,2) first positions in w. 
The following fact holds (a similar fact holds for the (m, m’) last positions in u (u)). 
Fact 4: Let pl,...,pt~u (pt < ... <pt)(ql,...,qt~~v(qI < ... < qr)) be the(m,m’) 

first positions in u (u). If t = t’, Qzpi if and only if Qiqi, UEA for 1 d i < t, n[l, ~1) 
-(m’) ~(1, ql), n(pi, pi+l) -(,,,s) v(qi, qi+l)for 1 G i G t - 1, and U(Pt, I41 -(m’)U(qtt IuII, 
then u -(m, v. 

3.3. (m), positions 

Let w E A+ and I WCC] = r > 2. In the proof of Lemma 4.11, we will talk about the (m), 
first positions of w (they form a subset of the (m) first positions of w). They are defined 
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recursively as follows: let wi denote the smallest prefix of w such that wic( = WCI (call 
the last position of wl, pr); let w2 denote the smallest prefix of w(p,, lwl] such that 
wZcl = (w(pi, lwl])cc (call the last position of w2, p2); . . . let w, denote the smallest 
prefix of ~(p,,_~,[wI] such that w,a=(~(p,_~,Iwl])a (call the last position of 

w,,pd. max{pl, . . . . pm) is an (m), first position in w. If r = 2, the procedure termin- 
ates. If r > 2, we repeat the process to find the (m),_ I first positions in w[l, pl) and the 
(m - i + 1),-i first positions in W(pi_l, pi) for 2 < i < WI. 

We can define similarly (m), lust positions of w. The (m), first and the (m), last 
positions in w are called the (m), positions in w. The number of(m), positions in w is 
bounded above by 2C;Zirn’. 

Consider the example in Section 3.1: 

w = abbbbbaaaabbbbaaaaa6cbccccbbbbbbcb~bbcab~b~~aa~~bb~cc~~b~~cbbb~b- 

ccbbbcbcbiiabb. 

The overlined positions of w are the (5)3 first positions in w. 
The following facts hold. 

Fact5: Letp,,...,p,Eu(pl < ... < pJ(ql,...,qtS~u(ql < ... < q,.))bethe(m),first 
positions in u (0). Let pi, . . . , pi E u (pi < . . . < p:) (q;, . . . , q:, E u (q\ < . .. < q:,)) be the 
(m) first positions in u (u) (here pt = pi and qrf = q:,). Assume that t = t’, Q,“pi if and 
only if Qzqi, SEA for 1 d id t, ~C~,PI) -c2m+l)U[1,ql), and u(pi,pi+l) 
-(z,,, + 1) U(qi, qi+ 1) for 1 < i d t - 1. We can conclude that s = s’, Q,“pi if and only if 
Q,“q:,aEAfor1~i~s,andu(p;,pl+,)11)u(q;,q:+l)for1Qi~s-1.Toseethis, 
we consider the gaps in u formed by the pi’s and the gaps in u formed by the 4;s. Let u’ 
be such a gap in u and u’ be its corresponding gap in u. One of the following is true: 
l U’M = u’c( and u’, u’ do not contain all the words of length d m over their alphabet 

of size 2; 
l U’ = U”clu”‘, u’ = u”au”’ where u”cl = u”tl, {u> $ U”CI, ~“‘a = u”‘c1, u”, u” are free 

from (m) first positions, and u”‘, Y”’ do not contain all the words of length < m over 
their alphabet of size 2; 
l U’CI = u’tl and u’, u’ are free from (m) first positions. 

The fact follows. A similar fact holds for the (m), last positions in u (u). 
Fact 6: Lemma 3.2 together with fact 5 imply the following. Let pl, . . . ,pr E u 

(PI < ... < PJ(41, ~..,qt,EU(ql < .+. < qtr)) be the (m), positions in u (u). If t = t’, Qipi 

if and only if Q&i> UEA for 1 < id t, u[l,p,) -Q,,,+ 1) n[l, qi), u(pitpi+i) 

-(z~+ 1) U(qi, qi+l) for 1 d id t - 1, and u(P,, lull -(zm + 1) dq,, lull, then u -(I,~) u. 

4. Inclusion relations 

4.1. Between the congruences -c,,, ,,,) 

The purpose of this section is to find necessary and sufficient conditions for 
-c,,‘, m’) to be included in -cn, ,,,). The proofs provide different winning strategies for 
either player I or player II. Lemma 2.2 implies that a necessary condition is 
Jlr(n, m) d N(n’, m’). Applications are discussed in the next section. 
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Lemma 4.1. (1) Zf .N(n, n’) 3 N(1, m) and if either IAl = 2, or n # 2, or n’ d 2, then 

“(n, n’) s “(1, m). 
(2) “(2, m) E “(1, m + 1). 

Proof. First, we show (1). It is sufficient to show the result for m = L(.N(n, n’) - 1)/2J 
The result is obvious for n = 1. Assume n > 1 and let u, u E A+ be such that u -(n, n,J v. 
There is then a winning strategy for player II to win each play of the game 9 = %(,,, n’) 
(u, v). Let us show that u -urn) v by using Lemma 3.2. Let pr, . . . . pt (pr < ... < pt) 

(4 1, . . ..qr. (41 < *.. < qts)) denote the (m) positions in u (v). The first two conditions of 
Lemma 3.2 hold by Lemma 3.1. To show that the third condition of Lemma 3.2 also 
holds, let 1 < i < t - 1 and let p~u(pt, pi+ I) (the proof is similar if starting in 
u(qi, qi+ I)). Assume Q,“p, u E A. We are looking for q E V(qi, qi+ i) satisfying Qzq. We 
consider the following four cases (the hypotheses JAJ = 2, or n # 2, or n’ Q 2 will be 
used in case 4 only). 

Case 1: pi and pi+ 1 are among the (m) first positions in u. First, assume that there 
exist 1 < il < ... < i,_l < isuchthatp,, )...) pi,_l,piandpi I)..., pi,_l,pi+l spellthe 
first occurrence of subwords of length d m in u. Consider the play of the game ‘9, 
where player I, in the first move, chooses among the positions pi,, . . ..pi._,, p the 
(n’)th, (2n’)th, . . . , and p for a total of at most n positions since m d nn’. Call them 

rt,...,r,-t, p (r-1 d ... < r,_l < p). Hence there exist sl, . .., s,_ 1, 

q(s1 d ... d s,- 1 < q) satisfying Lemma 2.1 (in particular, Qiq). We have that rj = pi,, 
if and only if sj = qi,., . Let the positions (among the positions piI, . . . , pi,_ 1) which are 

in u(r,_l,p) be denoted by p\,...,phSP1 (pi d ... d pbSP1). u(rnml,p) -(,,o u(snPl,q) 
andp;, . . . . ~b,- I, pi E u(r,- I, P) imply that q E o(qi, qi+ 1). More precisely, q&6- I, qil 
since otherwise there would be an occurrence of the word (of length B n’) spelled by 

Pi, . . ..pLSP1. pi in u(r,_l, p) but not in u(s,_i, q); q$U(qi+l, [VI] since otherwise there 
would be an occurrence of the word (of length < n’) spelled by pi, . . ..pi._ 1, pi+ 1 in 
u(s,- r, q) but not in u(r,_ 1, p) (the letter of pi+ I differs from the letters in u(pi,ml, p) 
since otherwise there would be contradiction with the fact that pil, . . . , pi, _ 1, pi + 1 spell 
the first occurrence of a subword of length < m in u); q # qi + 1 since otherwise Qiqi+ 1 
and hence Qzpi + r, contradicting the fact that pil, . . . , pi, _ 1, pi + 1 spell the first occur- 
rence of a subword of length < m in u (Qip and pi,_, < p < pi+ 1). 

Otherwise, using fact 3 of Section 3, U(pi, pi+i) = 1 and there exist 
1 ,< il < ... ,( i,_, = isuchthatpi,,..., pi,_ ,, pi+ 1 spell the first occurrence of a sub- 
word of length < m in u. In such a situation, we show that V(qi, qi+ r) = 1. TO see this, 
consider the play of the game ‘9, where player I, in the first move, chooses among 

PiI, ...> pi,-l, pi+1 the Wth, CWth, . . . . and pi+1 for a total of at most n positions 
since m < nn’. Call them rr,...,rn_l,pi+i (rl < ... < rnml <pi). Hence there exist 

sl, ...,sn-l,qi+l (sl d “’ < s, l f qi) satisfying Lemma 2.1. We have, as before, 
rj = pi,., if and only if sj = qi,.,. Let the positions (among pi1, . . ..pi.- ,) which are in 
u(r,-l,p,+,)bedenoted byp;,...,piSP1 (pi < ... ,( PA,- 1). If V(qi, qi+ 1) # 1, then let 
q E v(qi, qi+ 1). The word spelled by p;, . . ..P.,_~, q is then in v(s,-i, qi+i) but not in 
u(r,_i, pi+i), contradicting the fact that u(rnPl, pi+l) -(,,‘) v(s,-1, qi+l). 

Case 2: pi and pi+ 1 are among the (m) last positions in u. Similar to case 1. 
Case 3: pi (pi + 1) is among the (m) first ((m) last) positions in u. Assume case 1 or case 

2 do not apply. Then there exist 1 < il < ... < i,ml < i, i + 1 <j,_, < ... <jr d t, 
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such that piI, .*-,pi,,_1,Pi (Pi+17 Pj,,_,, ...) pjl) spell the first (last) occurrence of a sub- 

word of length d m in u. Consider the play of the game ‘9 where player I, in the first 
move, chooses among the positions pi1, . . . . ~i,_~, pi, p, pi+i, pj,_ 1, .oe~pj, (at most 

N(1, m)) the (n’ + 1)th from the left, the (n’ + 1)th from the right, the 2(n’ + 1)th from 
the left, the 2(n’ + 1)th from the right, . . . . for a total of at most n positions since 
M(l, m) < Jlr(n, n’), and call them rl, . . . . Y, (ri d ... Q r’,). There exist si, . . . . s, 

(Si d ... d s,) satisfying Lemma 2.1. We have if rk = pikC.,+,,, then sk b qi,(.,+ I,; if 

r,+l-k = Pj,,,..,,, then %+1-k G qj,,..,,,; if rk = pi, then sk 2 qi; and if rk = pi+ 1, then 

Sk < qi+l. 

If n is odd, p = r(,+ I),2 and let q = s(,, + 1j,2. We have that Qiq. Put r = r(cn + 1)/z) _ ,, 

r’ = r(cn + 1~2) + 1, s = s(cn + 1~2) - I> and s’ = SK,, + 1~2) + I. We have that dry P) -WI ~6, q) 
and u(p, r’) wtn’) v(q, s’). Let the positions (among the d .M(l, m) positions considered 
above) which are in u(r, p) be denoted by pi,. . . ,pb, (p’, d ..+ < ph,) and those in 
u(p, r’) by r;, . . ..rb. (r\ < ... < r;,) (p:, = pi and r; = pi+ 1). Since the words spelled by 
pi, . . . , pk, (r;, . . . , rk,) must be in D(S, q) (u(q, s’)), it follows that q E V(qi, qi+ 1). 

If II is even, put r = r,i2r r’ = r(n/2)+1, s = s,,~ and s’ = s~,,,~)+ 1. We have that u(r, r’) 

-(,,‘J ZI(S, s’). Let the positions (among the d N(l, m) positions considered above) 
which are in u(r, r’) be denoted by p;, . . ..pb. (pi < ... d pb,) (p = pit,,, + 11,21, 

Pi = Pi@ + 1)/2J - I> pi+ 1 = p[(,* + 1)/2j+ ,). The word (of length < n’) spelled by these 
positions is in u(s, s’). Let q\, . . . , qi, (q; d ... d q:,) spell that same word in u(s, s’). 

q = qicn, + 1)/2~ is such that QI;q and q E v(qi, qi+ 1). 
Case 4: pi (pi+ i) is among the (m) last ((m) first) positions in u. Assume cases l-3 do 

not apply. There exist 1 d ii d ... d i,_ 1 d i, i + 1 < j,_ 1 d ... 6 j, d t, such that 

Pil, ...9 Pi,-It Pi+ (Pi>Pj,- 1, . . . , pj,) spell the first (last) occurrence of a subword of 
length < m in u. First of all, the letter of p is not the letter of pi nor the letter of pi+ 1. 
Hence q = qi or q = qi + 1 are eliminated. Also, the letters of pi and pi + 1 differ. Hence, if 
IA 1 = 2 the proof is complete. So for the rest of the proof, we assume JA 1 > 2. 

If n is odd, or n is even and n’ d 2, we consider the play of the game 59 where player 
I, in the first move, chooses as in case 3. Using the same notations as in case 3, we show 
the existence of q in V(qi, qi+ 1) such that Qzq. We have that if rk = pi,,.,+,,, then 

’ sk 2 qikc,,+l,) if r,+l-k = pjkcn,+,,, then $,+1-k < qj,+,+,,; if rk = pi, then sk < qi; and if 

rk = Pi+12 then sk 2 qi+i. 
For n odd, q < qi would imply an occurrence of the word (of length < n’) spelled by 

I 
Pi> r2, . . . , vi6 in u(q, s’) but not in u(p, r’), and q > q. , + 1 would imply an occurrence of 
the word (of length < n’) spelled by pi, . . ..pL.-i,Pi+iinu(s,q)butnotinu(r,p)(here 
we use the fact that the letter of pi does not occur in n(pi, pj,_ ,) and the letter of 
pi+1 does not occur in U(pi,_,, pi+l)). 

For ~1 even and n’ < 2, r = pi and r’ = pi+ 1. We have that s < qi and s’ >, qi+ 1. 
s < qi would imply an occurrence of the word (of length < n’) spelled by pi in D(S, s’) 
but not in u(r, r’), and qi+ 1 < s’ would imply an occurrence of the word (of length 
< n’) spelled by pi + 1 in u(s, s’) but not in u(r, r’). Hence s = qi and s’ = qi + 1. u(r, r’) 

-cn’) U(S, s’) implies the existence of qEv(qi, qi+ 1) such that Qiq. 
If n is even, rz 2 4 and n’ > 2, we consider the play of the game 99 where player I, in 

the first move, chooses among the positions piI, . . ..pi._,, pi, pi+ 1 the (n’)th, the 
(2n’)th, . . . , pi and pi+ 1 for a total of at most n positions since 1 + [m/n’1 < n. Call 
them rl, . . . . r, (ri d ... < r,_2 < r,_l < r,). Hence there exist sl, . . ..s. 
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(Sl < ... < q-2 < s, _ 1 < s,) satisfying Lemma 2.1. We have that rj = pi,. if and only 

if sj = 4ijn,, r,- 1 = Pi> Gl = 4i, yn = Pi+1 and S, = qi+l. u(Pi~ Pi+ 1) “(n’) O(qi, 4i+ 1) 

implies the existence of q in V(qi, qi+r) such that Qlq. 
Now, we show (2). The proof is similar to the proof of (1) except for case 4. Let 

U, OEA+ be such that u -(2,mJ . u If pi (pi+r) is among the (m + 1) last ((m + 1) first) 
positions in u, there exist 1 d i1 d ... d i, < i, i + 1 d j, d ... <jr d t, such that 

Pil, ..-9 Pi,, Pi+1 (Pi, Pj,, ...> Pj,) spell the first (last) occurrence of a subword of length 
d m + 1 in U. Consider the play of the game Yg,,)(u, u) where player I, in the first 

move, chooses pi and pi + 1. Similarly to case 4 (n even and n’ < 2), we can conclude 
that player II has to choose qi and qi+ 1. The existence of q E V(qi, qi + i) such that Qiq 
follows. 0 

Proof. The result is obviously true if m < 5 since .M(l, m + 3) > J”(2, m). So assume 
m 2 5 and let A contain at least the three letters a, b and c. Define 

w, = . . . (UV)(uav)(uu)(uau)~(uu)(uau)(uu)(uau) . ..) 

and 

W, ’ = . . . (uu)(uau)(uu)(uuu)~(uu)(uuu)(uu)(uuu) . ..) 

where u = (~b)~(~““) and u = (~a)“(~,~), and where the total number of u- and u- 
segments preceding and following the underlined segments is exactly m + 2. For 
instance, if m = 5, 

wg = u(uau)(uu)(uuu)~(uu)(uav)(uv)u, 

and 

w; = u(uuu)(uu)(uuu)uuu(uu)(uuu)(uu)z4 ) 

where u = (ub)” and u = (~a)“. w, and wh are not -ti,,,+ s)-equivalent. To see this, 
we illustrate a winning strategy for player I. Player I, in the first move, chooses the 
middle a of the underlined segment ~6. Player II cannot win this play of the game 

q1,m + 3)hl~ wk) since the last b of the u-segment of the underlined segments is an 
(m + 3) last position, and the first c of the u-segment of the underlined segments is an 
(m + 3) first position. 

We now show that w, and w; are -(2,,,-equivalent: 

w,-Qm) 1.. (Uu)(uau)(uu)ab(uuu)~(uu)ca(uuu)(uu)(uuu) . ..) 

and 

w:,rz,m)...( I( I( 1% I_( 1 ( I( I( uu uuv uv a uuv uuv uv cu uuu uu uuv )...T 

where the total number of u- and v-segments preceding and following the underlined 
segments is as before. The above equivalences are true since (ub)N(2~“) 
-c2,mj (ub)MN(2,m)+ ’ and (~a)~@,~) -(*, m) (cu) JO*,~) + ‘. Notice that the segment up to and 

including the overlined ub-segment contains all the words of length < m over {a, b, c}. 
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The same is true for the segment starting with the overlined ca-segment. Call the word 
which is -(*, ,)-equivalent to w, by w$ and the word “(2, ,)-equivalent to wh by wz. To 
see that w, and w& are -(2,,,)-equivalent, it is sufficient to show that wi and WI are 
-(z,,)-equivalent. We distinguish the two cases where player I first picks 2 positions 
from wk or player I first picks 2 positions from WE. Note that (~b)~(*,“‘) 
-(,,,) (~b)~(*,“)a and (~a)~(~,“‘) -trn) u(cu)“(*,~). 

Case 1: Assume that player I has chosen 2 positions from w:. Player II will pick 
exactly corresponding positions in wi, except possibly when player I chooses one 
position from the u-segment and one from the v-segment of the underlined segment of 
wk. In this situation, player II will pick exactly corresponding positions in the 
uv-segment immediately following the underlined segment of wt. 

Case 2: Assume now that player I has picked his 2 positions from WE. Player II will 
pick exactly corresponding positions in w;, except possibly when player I picks one 
position from the u-segment and one from the v-segment of the underlined segment 
of w;, or the middle a from the underlined segment of wz. In the first situation, 
player II will pick exactly corresponding positions in the uuv-segment immediately 
preceding the underlined segment of w;. In the second situation, if the other chosen 
position is at the left (right) of the middle a of the underlined segment of w/, then 
player II will choose his positions in the segment up to and including the last a of the 
underlined u-segment (following and including the first a of the underlined v-segment) 
of wk. 0 

Lemma 4.3. Let m > m’ and n > 1. Zf (2 + (n - l)M)m < n’m’, then -(n’,m’j E -~~,~j, 
where 2L(m - l)/m’JM is the maximum number of (m, m’) positions in words over A. 

Proof. Let u, v E A+ and suppose u -( n8,m’) v. There is a winning strategy for player II 
to win each play of the game 9 = 9,,8,,8, (u, v). We will show that u T,,, m) v under the 
stated hypotheses by using Lemma 3.3. Let pl, . . . . pt EU (pr < ... < pJ (ql, . . . . qtv~v 

(41 < .‘. < qtC)) be the (m) positions in u (v). The first two conditions of Lemma 3.3 
hold by Lemma 3.1. To see that the fifth condition of Lemma 3.3 holds (the third and 
fourth conditions of Lemma 3.3 will follow similarly), let 1 d i d t - 1 and let 

rl,...~YnEU(Pi~Pi+l) (rl < ... < r,) (similar if starting in V(qi, qi+i)). We are looking 
for s l~-~~~Sn~V(qi~ 4i+l) (Sl < ... < s,) satisfying Qirj if and only if Qisj, a E A for 

1 d j d n, and u(rj, rj+ 1) -cm) u(sj, sj+ 1 ) for 1 < j < n - 1. We consider the following 
four cases. Details follow as in Lemma 4.1. 

Case 1: pi and pi+l are among the (m) first positions in U. First, assume that there 
exist 1 d ii < ... < i,_l < i such that pi19 ...) pi,_,,Pi and pi19 ...) pi,_,, pi+1 spell the 
first occurrence of subwords of length < m in U. Consider the play of the game 
9 where player I, in the first move, chooses pi,,, Pi2m., . . . , rl, the (m, m’) first positions in 
u(rk, rktl) and rk+ I for 1 d k < n - 1, for a total of at most n’ positions since 
rm/m’J + (n - l)rm/m’JM d n’. Obviously, qi,,, qiz,., . . . should be among the positions 
chosen in v by player II in the first move, and there also exist si, . . . , s, E v (qi, qi + 1) 

(SI < ... < s,) (corresponding to rl, . . . . r,) and there exist positions in 

01, s*), .-.a z)(s,_ 1, s,) (corresponding to the positions chosen in u(rl, rz), . . ., and 
u(r,_ 1, r,)) satisfying Lemma 2.1. U(rj, rj+ 1) “(m) V(Sj, Sj+l) for 1 <j < Iz - 1 fOllOWS 

by using fact 4 of Section 3. 
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Otherwise, using fact 3 of Section 3, U(pi, pi+ 1) = 1 and there exist 
1 d ir < ... d i,_ 1 = i such that p. 11, . . . , pi,,, ~, , pi + 1 spell the first occurrence of a sub- 
word of length d m in U. In such a situation, case 1 of Lemma 4.1 shows that 

u(qi, 4i+ 1) = l. 
Case 2: pi and pi+ 1 are among the (m) last positions in U. Similar to case 1. 
Case 3: pi (pi+ 1) is among the (m) first ((m) last) positions in U. Assume case 1 or case 

2 do not apply. Then there exist 1 < i1 Q ... < i,_ 1 < i, i + 1 < j,_ i < ... < j, < t, 
such that piI, . . . , Pi,-1>Pi (Pi+l2Pj,- 1, . . . , pj,) spell the first (last) occurrence of a sub- 
word of length < m in U. Consider the play of the game 9 where player I, in the first 
move, chooses pi.,, pi,,,, . . . . rl, the (m, m’) first positions in u(rk, rk+ 1) and rk+l for 

1 d k d n - 1, p,, , p,,,,, . . . , for a total of at most n’ positions since 
2[m/m’l+ (n - l)rm/m’]M < n’. 

Case 4: pi (pi+ r) is among the (m) last ((m) first) positions in u. Assume cases l-3 do 
not apply. There exist 1 d ir d ... d i,-r d i such that Pii,+..,Pim_l,pi+r spell the 
first occurrence of a subword of length < m in U. As in case 4 of Lemma 4.1, the letters 
Of pi, U(pi, pi+ r) and pi+ 1 differ. The proof is hence complete if IA 1 = 2. Otherwise, we 
consider the play of the game 9 where player I, in the first move, chooses the positions 
he chooses in case 1 together with pi and pi+ 1. The total number of chosen positions is 
at most n’ since [m/m’] + (n - l)rm/m’lM + 2 d n’. 0 

Lemma 4.4. VI.4 = 2, then -(z~,JN(~,~)) G -(.,vA/(I,~),~) 

Proof. Details appear in [3]. 0 

Lemma 4.5. -(2n - 1,m) $ “(2n, 1) md -(zn,m) $ “(2n + 2,l). 

Proof. The result is obvious if m = 1. So assume m > 1 and let a, b E A. (ab)“ab(ab)” is 
-cl,,)-equivalent to (ub)“bu(ub)“, but they are not “(2, I)-equivalent. Let n be fixed and 
let N = Jlr(2n + 1, m). w, = ((ub)“u(ub)““b(ub)“)” is -(2n + r,,)-equivalent to 
WA = ((ub)Nb(ub)2Nu(ub)N)“, but they are not -(2n + 2, t)-equivalent. To see that w, and 
w& are not -(zn + 2, I)-equivalent, consider the play of the game 9~2~ + 2, t)(w,, wh) where 
player I, in the first move, chooses the n pairs of consecutive b’s and the last pair of 
consecutive u’s in wk. Player II cannot win this play. The -Q,, + t,,)-equivalence of 
w, and wk follows the technique in [2]. 0 

Lemma 4.6. “(2n, 24 $= “(hql, n),m). 

Proof. Let a, bE A. Let u = (ub)Nu2m+ l(ub)N and u = (ub)Nu2”+2(ub)N, where 
N = Jtr(2n, 2m). If J(l, n) = O(mod 3) then consider the two words 
(uu)(“-~)‘~u(uu)(“-~)‘~ and (uu)(“- 1)‘3u(u~)(n~ ‘)j3. If J”(l, n) = 1 (mod 3), consider the 
words Un/3u(Zn - 3)/& and Un/3u(2n - 3)/XU. If M(l, n) E 2 (mod 3) then consider 
(nu)(2n- I)/3 and (uU)(2n- 1)/3. In each situation, the two given words are -c~,,J,,,)- 
equivalent but are not N(~,, + r,,)-equivalent. Let us show the result when 
X(1, n) = 0 (mod 3) (the other cases are similar). Fix n. Put w, = (uu)(“-~)‘~u(uu)(~- ‘)I3 
and wk = (uu)(“~ 1)/3u(u~) w 1)/3 First w, and wk are not -(zn + r, ,)-equivalent. To see . 
this, player I, in the first move, chooses the overlined three u’s in each of the 
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v-segments of wh (there are (n - 1)/3 + (n - 1)/3 + 1 such segments): 

v = . . . iia”ciamii . . . 

So he chooses a total of 2n i- 1 positions. Player II cannot win this play of the game 

3(2n + l,m)bn~ ~6). The -(2n,Z,)-equivalence of w, and w; follows the technique in 
Lemma 4.2. 0 

Lemma 4.7. If IA 1 = 3, then -(2,3) c -(~,IJ. 

Proof. Let U, UE A+ be such that u -(2,3) v. If u and v contain < 2 letters, then the 
result follows from Lemma 4.4. Otherwise, we want to show that u -(3, 1) v. Let P, q and 
Y (p < q -c r) be positions in u (the proof is similar if starting in v) chosen by player I in 
the first move (if two of these positions are equal, player II uses his strategy in 
Y,,, 3)(u, v)). The gaps in u formed by P, q and r will be denoted (in order) by gapl, 
gap2, gap3 and gap4. We will show that p’, q’ and r’ E v (p’ < q’ < r’) exist such that 
Qip if and only if Qip’, QEq if and only if Qlq’, Qir if and only if Qlr’, aEA, u[l, p) 

-(1) vCL ~‘1, U(P, q) -(1) v(P’, 4’1, u(q, I) -(I) v(q’, r’) and G, I41 -(I) UG-‘, 141. Since 
u wc2, 3jv, then the (3) positions pl,...,pt~u (pl < ... < pr) (ql < ... < qr,Ev 
(ql < ... < qtf)) in u (v) satisfy Lemma 3.3. The proof is divided into the following 
cases. The result follows by considering different plays of the game 9 = Y(,, 3)(u, v). 
For each case, we assume that the preceding cases do not apply. %(s, s’) will abbreviate 
the play of the game 99 where player I, in the first move, chooses s and s’ in u. 

Case 1: q = pj for some 1 d j < t. Consider B(p, q) and then 9(q, r). 
Case 2: p = pj for some 1 < j < t and Pj is a (2) first position in u (similar if r = pj 

for some 1 < j < t and Pj is a (2) last position in u). In order to choose q’ and r’, 
consider %(q, r). Let p’ = qj. 

Case 3: pjEgap2 for some 1 < j < t and Pj is a (2) first position in u (similar if 
Pj E gap3 for some 1 d j d t and Pj is a (2) last position in u). Consider %(q, r), and then 

%(P, Pj). 
Case 4: gap1 consists of 1 letter only, say gap1 consists of a’s only (similar if gap4 

-c1, a). Since, by assumption, the preceding cases do not apply, Q:p and gap2 -c1, 1 or 
gap2 -c1J a. In order to choose q’ and r’, consider 9(q, r). In such situations, u[l, q) 
-~3~v[1,q’)impliestheexistenceofp’~v[1,q’)suchthat Qzp’,u[l,p) -(l,v[l,p’)and 

U(P, 4) “(1, U(P’, 4’). 
Case 5: gap1 consists of 2 letters, say consists of a’s and b’s (a # b) (similar if gap4 

yl, ab). Let c be the other letter in A. We have the following subcases. 
Case 5.1: Pj E gap3 for some 1 < j < t, pj is a (1) first position in u and Q:Pj. In order 

to choose r’, consider 9(Pj, r) (player II has to choose qj). 
If gap2 and u(q, pj) are either 1, or consist of a’s only or b’s only, then in order to 

choose p’, consider ‘?J(p, pi). In such situations, u(p, pj) -c3j v(p’, qj) implies the exist- 
ence of q’Ev(p’, qj) such that Qiq if and only if Qiq’ or QEq if and only if QEq’, u(p, q) 

~1) U(P), q’) and u(q, Pj) -(I) v(q’, qj). 
If gap2 - (1) ab, then in order to choose q’, consider B(q, pj). In such situations, 

u [ 1, q) -c3) v [ 1, q’) implies the existence of p’ E v [ 1, q’) such that Q:p if and only if Qip’ 

or Q~P if and only if Q~P’, uC1, PI -(1) 0, P’) and MP, q) -(1) v(P’, 4’). 
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If gap2 is either 1, or consists of a’s only or b’s only, and if u(q, pj) -(i, ab, then in 
order to choose p’, consider the play where player I chooses p and the last of the (1) 
first positions in u(q, pj). 

Case 5.2: r = pj for some 1 d j d t, pj is a (1) first position in u and Q:pj. Similar to 
case 5.1. Here r’ = qj. 

Case 5.3: pjEgap4 for some 1 d j d t, pj is a (1) first position in u and Q:pj. If gap2 
-(1, ub, then in order to choose q’ and r’, consider 9(q, r). If gap2 and gap3 are either 1, 
or consist of u’s only or b’s only, then to choose p’ and r’, consider %‘(p, r). Otherwise, 
consider Y(p, s), where s denotes the position following immediately the last of the (1) 
first positions in gap3 and such that Qzr if and only if Qis, or Qir if and only if Qis. 

Case 6: gap1 -(i, ubc and gap4 -(1, ubc, where A = {a, b, c}. It is sufficient to 
consider the following subcases (the others follow similarly). 

Case 6.1: gap2 -cl, ubc. To choose q’ and r’, consider %(q, r). 
For cases 6.2-6.5, in order to choose p’ and r’, consider %(p, r). 
Case 6.2: gap2 and gap3 are either 1, or consist of u’s only, or b’s only or c’s only. 
Case 6.3: Qzq, a # gup2a and a # gup3a. 
Case 6.4: Qiq, gap2 -(1, a and gap3 -(1, bc. 
Case 6.5: gup2, gap3 -(1, ub. 
In the following cases, s denotes the first of the (1) last positions in gup2: s’ denotes 

the position preceding immediately the first of the (1) last positions in gap2 and 
satisfying Qzp if and only if Qzs’, or Qgp if and only if Q;s’, or Q:p if and only if Qts’; s” 
denotes the last of the (1) first positions in gup3; s”’ denotes the position following 
immediately the last of the (1) first positions in gap3 and satisfying Qlr if and only if 
Q:s”‘, or QEr if and only if Qgs”‘, or Q:r if and only if QFs”‘. 

Case 6.6: gap2 -(1, 1 or a, and gap3 -(1, ub (similar if gap2 -(I) a, 1 Qh and gap3 
-c1, bc). If Q:r, then consider %(p, s”); otherwise, player I chooses p and s”‘. 

Case 6.7: gap2 -(1, ub and gap3 -cl) UC. If 1 Q:p and 1 Qir, then consider %(s’, s”‘); 
if 1 Q,“p and Q$-, then consider B(s’, s”); if Q:p and 1 Q$r, then player I chooses s and 
s”‘; otherwise he chooses s and s”. Cl 

Lemma 4.8. Zf IA 1 2 4, then 72, mj $ -(3,1). 

Proof. The result is obvious if m = 1 since N(3, 1) > .N(2, m). So assume m > 1 and 
let A contain at least the four letters a, b, c and d. Let N - 1 = X(2, m) and define 

w, = (uud)Nu(duu)N 

and 

w:, = (uud)Nv(duv)N, 

where u = (ub)N(cu)N and v = (ub)Nu(cu)N. w, and WA are not ~(3, i)-equivalent. We 
illustrate a winning strategy for player I. Player I, in the first move, chooses the 
following (overlined) positions in ~6: 

’ - w, - . . . uud(ub)Nii(ca)N&v . . . 

Player II cannot win this play of the game 90, i)(w,, wk). 
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Now, we show that w, and wh are “(2, ,)-equivalent. To see this, we distinguish the 
two cases where player I first picks 2 positions from w, or player I first picks 
2 positions from wk. Note that (~b)~ -Cmj (u~)~u and (ca)” wCrn) Us. 

Case 1: Assume that player I has chosen 2 positions from w,. Player II will pick 
exactly corresponding positions in wh, except possibly when player I chooses one 
position from the (ub)N-segment of the middle u-segment of w, and one position from 
the (cu)N-segment of the middle u-segment of w,. In this situation, the two positions 
chosen by player I are in the initial (~ud)~ u-segment of w,. Player II will pick his 
positions in the initial (uv~)~- ’ u-segment of wk according to his strategy in the game 
~C2,mj((~~d)N~, (u~d)~-‘u) (since N - 1 = X(2, m), we have that (u~d)~u 

“(2, m) (U4N - 1 u). 

Case 2: Assume now that player I has picked his first 2 positions from wk. Player II 
will pick exactly corresponding positions in w,, except possibly when player I picks 
the middle a from the middle u-segment of w&, or one position from the (ub)N-segment 
of the middle u-segment of wk and one position from the (cu)N-segment of the middle 
u-segment of wk. 

When the positions chosen by player I are in the last u(duu)N-segment of ~6, player 
II can pick his positions in the last u(~uu)~ ‘-segment of w, according to his strategy 
in the game Y~2,,J(u(d~u)N, u(d~u)~-l). 

When the positions chosen by player I are in the initial (uud)N(ub)Nu-segment of wk, 
player II can pick his positions in the initial (~ud)~(ub)~-~u-segment of w, according 
to his strategy in the game gC2, ,)((u~d)~(ub)~u, (u~d)~(ub)~- ‘a). 0 

Proof. The result is obviously true if m < 3 since .M(3,2) > X(2, m). So assume 
m 2 3 and let A contain at least the three letters a, b and c. Let N - 1 = Jlr(2, m) and 
define 

w, = (c(bu)Ncu(bu)N)Nc(bu)Nc(cu(bu)Nc(bu)N)N 

and 

w:, = (c(bu)Ncu(bu)N)Ncu(bu)Nc(cu(bu)Nc(bu)N)N. 

w, and wh are not -(s,2)-equivalent. To see this, we illustrate a winning strategy for 
player I. Player I, in the first move, chooses the three following (overlined) positions in 

I . 
win. 

w:, = . . . Ei(bu)Ncc.. . 

Player II cannot win this play of the game B(, 2)(w,, wh). By Lemma 2.1, player II, in 
the first move, would need three positions p, 4, r (p < q < r) in w, satisfying the 
following conditions (among others): Q:“p, QJJ”q, Qrmr, 1 w(2) w,(p, q), (bu)Nc 
-(*I w,( q, r). Assume such positions exist. u(bu)Nc “(2) w&, r) obviously implies that 
w,(p, r) should be a sequence of u’s and b’s followed by the letter c. Hence player II 
should choose p and r as follows (p is the first overlined position and r the second one): 

w, = . . . c(bu)N CC . . . 
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However, there is no position q between p and r satisfying both 1 -(2) w,(p, q) (i.e. 
p and q should be consecutive) and Qzmq. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 4.8, we can 

show that w, and wh are -cz,,,)-equivalent. 0 

Lemma 4.10. If IA I > 3 and II 3 2, then -(zn, ,,,) $ “~2~ + I, 1). 

Proof. The result is obvious if m = 1 since Jlr(2n + 1, 1) > J(2n, 1). So assume 
m > 1 and let A contain at least the three letters a, b and c. Let IZ 3 2 be fixed, 

x0 = xNu’v(cv’bv)“- ‘u’xN, 

x1 = xNu’bv(cv’bv)n-2~‘~N, 

x2 = xNu’u(cv’bv)n-2~‘~N, 

xzi+s = xNdv(cv’bv)‘(cdbv)(cv’bv)“-3-idxN for 0 < i Q n - 3, 

X2i+4 = xNdv(cv’bv)‘(cv’bu)(cv’bv)“-3-idxN for 0 < i < n - 3 

and 

x2_ 1 = xNu’v(cv’bv)“- 2~~‘~N, 

where N - 1 = Jlr(2n, m) and where u = (ab)N(cu)N, v = (ub)Na(cu)N, u’ = (ac)N(bu)N, 
v’ = (ac)Nu(bu)N and x = abc. Define 

w, = (Xi . . . X2n-1)NXn(X1 ...XZn-JN 

and 

w:, = (Xi . . . X2n-1)NXO(X1 ...X2npl)N. 

We first show that w, and wk are not -C2n + 1, ,,-equivalent. We illustrate a winning 
strategy for player I. Player I, in the first move, chooses the following (overlined) 
2n + 1 positions in wh: 

I w, - . . . - u’v(cv’bv)n-2u’... 

= . . . (uc)N(bu)N- ‘baGb(ub)N- ‘~(cu)Nc(uc)Na(bu)Nb(ub)N~(cu)N.. . 

c(ac)Na(bu)Nb(ub)Na(cu)N - ‘caac(~c)~ ’ (bu)N . . . 

More precisely, the chosen positions belong to the middle u’v(cv’bv)“-2u’-segment of 
the x,-segment of wk. They consist of the two middle u’s of the u’v-segment, the 2n - 3 
middle u’s of the v- and v’-segments, and the two middle u’s of the vu’-segment. Player 

II cannot win this play of the game gC2,,+ i, r)(w,, wk). Player II, in the first move, 
would need 2n + 1 positions pr, . . ..pzn+i (pl < ... < ~~~+i) in w, satisfying the 
following conditions (among others): Q,W”pi for 1 < i < 2n + 1, 1 -(I) wm(pl, pz), ub 

“(1) Wm(PZi, PZi+l) for 1 G i G n - 1, UC “(1) Wm(P2i+l, p2i+2) for 1 6 i < n - 1, and 
1 -C1j w,(p2,,, p2n + 1). In w,, no sequence u’v(cv’bv) n-2u’ exists. The best player II 
can find is a sequence u’bv(cv’bv)n-2u’, or a sequence u’u(cv’bv)n-2~‘, or a seq- 
uence u’v(cv’bv)’ (cu’bv)(cv’bv)n-3-i~’ for some 0 < i d n - 3, or a sequence 
u’v(cv’bv)‘(cv’bu)(cv’bv~- 3-iu’ for some 0 < i < n - 3, or a sequence u’v(cv’bv)n-2~~‘. 
In the first situation, the first u’v-segment has been replaced by u’bv. For instance, we 
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would have 

w, = . . . (ac)N(ba)Nb(ab)Na(ca)Nc(ac)Na(ba)Nb(ub)Niqcu)~ . . . 

c(uc)Na(bu)Nb(ab)Na(cu)N-lcaac(uc)N-’(bu)N . ..) 

where the overlined positions are (in order) p3, p4, ps ?...,P2n-2>P2n-l>Pz”,P2n+l. 

However, there are no positions pl and p2 before p3 satisfying Q,““pl and Qrmp2, 
1 -(I) K(PI,PZ), and ab -cl) wm(p2, p3). The result similarly follows in the other 
situations. 

We now show that w, and wh are -(2n,,)-equivalent. For the proof of 

W??l -tzn, ,,,) wh we distinguish the two cases where player I first picks 2n positions from 
w, or player I first picks 2n positions from wk. Note that x0 -t,,,) x,. 

Case 1: Assume that player I has chosen 2n positions from w,. Player II will pick 
exactly corresponding positions in w&,, except possibly when player I chooses some 
positions from the middle x,-segment of w,. 

If some of the positions (in the first move) are chosen from the middle x,-segment of 
W ,,,, we have 

= (x 1 . . . XZn_1)NXMiXM2XM3 . . . xN1xN2xNyx1 . . . XZn-I)N, 

where Ml + M2 + M3 = N, Nl + N2 + N3 = N, M2,N2 3 m and the underlined 
segments xM2 and xN2 are free of chosen positions after the first move. 

w:, = (Xl . . . XZn_ l)N- 1(x1 . . . X2”_ 1)X0(X1 . . . XZn_ l)N 

= (x1 . . . %-l)N-l(X 1 *..X,_lX,X,+~ . . . XZn-1)X0(X1 ***X2n-1)N 

xr 
= (Xl . . . X2n_1)N-l(Xl . ..x.-1 xMixMzxM3...xN1xNzxN3 x,+1 . ..XZn_l) 

x0(x1 . . . X2n-1)N 

-C2n, mj (xl . . . xln_ l)N~“’ xN-M1u’bu(cdbu)n-2u’~N~2 . . . x,_ l~M1~M2 

XM3 . . . XN~ XNzXNsX 
n+1 ... x~~_~~~u’~(~~‘~v)~-~u’x~~x~~x~~(x~ ...x~“_~)~. 

Player II, in the first move, does not choose any position from the above under- 
lined segments. The first underlined segment is -(m)-equivalent to x”* and the 
second one to xN*. Player II chooses corresponding positions in the remaining 
segments. 

Case 2: Assume now that player I has picked his first 2n positions from wk. Player 
II will pick exactly corresponding positions in w,, except possibly when player I picks 
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some positions from the middle x,-segment of ~6. Assume first that n 2 3: 

w:, = . . . xg . . . 

= . . . u’v(cv’bv)” - 2u’ . . . 

= . . . u’av”(cv’bv)“- 3cv’bvtttau’ , , . 

= . . . u’ayau’ . . . 

We have the following subcases. 
Case 2.1: If after the first move, the middle y-segment of x,, has some of his v-, v’-, 

v”- or v”‘-segments free from chosen positions, then the ith segment of y (a v-, a v’-, 
a v”- or a v/“-segment) is free of chosen positions for some 1 < i ,< 2n - 3. Player II 
can pick the last xi+i -segment in the initial (xi . . . xZn_ l)N-segment of w, and play 
similarly as in case 1. 

Case 2.2: Otherwise, after the first move, the middle y-segment of x0 has none of his 
v-, v’-, v”- or v”‘-segments free from chosen positions and there are at most three 
chosen positions not in that middle y-segment of x0. 

If none of the chosen positions are at the left (right) of y, then player II can pick up 
the last x1 (x,,_,)-segment in the initial (xi . . . ~~,_i)~-segment of w, and play 
similarly as in case 1. 

If two of the chosen positions are at the left of y and one at the right of y, then each 
of the v-, v’-, v”- and v”‘-segments of the middle y-segment of x,, contains exactly one 
chosen position. We may assume that the chosen positions in the v-, VI-, v”- and 
v”‘-segments are the middle a’s (otherwise, player II can play as in case 2.1). In this 
situation, player II can choose the last x2_ i-segment in the initial (xi . . . x2n _ l)N- 
segment of w, and play similarly as in case 1. The situation when one of the chosen 
positions is at the left of y and two at the right of y is similar. 

If one of the chosen positions is at the left of y and one at the right of y, then either 
the u”- or the v”‘-segment of the middle y-segment of x0 contains exactly one chosen 
position which we may assume to be the middle a. The result follows similarly as in the 
preceding situation. 

Now, if n = 2, 

r - w, - . ..xo . . . 

= . . . u’ayau’ . . . 

If after the first move, the middle y-segment of x0 is free from chosen positions, then 
player II can pick the last x2-segment in the initial (x1x2x3)N-segment of w, and play 
similarly as in case 1. Otherwise, after the first move, the middle y-segment of x0 is not 
free from chosen positions and there are at most three chosen positions not in that 
middle y-segment of x0. If none of the chosen positions are at the left (right) of y, 
then player II can pick up the last x1 (x3)-segment in the initial (x1x2x3)N-segment 
of w, and play similarly as in case 1. If two of the chosen positions are at the left 
of y and one at the right of y, then the middle y-segment of x0 contains exactly 
one chosen position which we may assume to be the middle a. In this situation, 
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player II can choose the last x,-segment in the initial (xlxzxJ)“-segment of w, 
and play similarly as in case 1. The situation when one of the chosen positions is 
at the left of y and two at the right of y is similar. If one of the chosen positions 
is at the left of y and one at the right of y, then either the initial b(ab)“-segment 
of y is free of chosen positions, or the middle (ab)“a(ca)“-segment or the last 
(ca)“c-segment. In the first case, player II can pick the last xl-segment of 
the initial (xlx,x,)N-segment of w, and play as in case 1, in the second case, he can 
choose the last x,-segment, and in the third case, the last x3-segment. The result 
follows. 0 

4.2. Between the congruences w(,,~) and -c~, I,,,) 

The purpose of this section is to give an inclusion relation between -c,,‘,~‘) and 
-(,,, i,,,). Applications are discussed in the next section. 

Lemma 4.11. If IA 1 = Y 2 2, then -(znM, Nc3, m)) c -cn, 1, m), where 2M is the maximum 
number of (m), positions in words over A. 

Proof. Let u, v E A+ be such that u -(2nM, 4,,, + s) v. If u and v consist of one letter only, 
then the result follows by Lemma 2.2 since JV(~, 1, m) < J(2nM, 4m + 3). Otherwise, 
we first show the result for n = 1. We want to show that u -cl, 1, ,,,) v. Let p be a position 
in u chosen by player I in the first move (the proof is similar if starting in v). Player II 
chooses a position q in v by considering the following play of the game 
%(zM, 4m + s)(u, v). In the first move, player I chooses the (m), last positions in u [l, p), 

say pl, . . ..Pw (PI G ..f G Pi), and the (m), first positions in u(p, lul]: say 

Pw+1, . . ..P2M (P&f+1 d ... d p2M), for a total of at most 2M positions. There 
exist ql, . . . . qZM in v h d ... < q2M) satisfying Lemma 2.1. u(p,,p,+,) 
-(d,,, + 3) v(q,, qM+l) implies the existence of q EU such that Q:p if and only if Qiq, 
UEA, U(P‘W? P) “(Zm + 1) a4,4) and u(PTP‘U.1) -(2m+1)44>4M+I). Since 
u -(zM, drn + 3) v and u[l, p) -czrn + 1) v[l, q), the following claim concerning the (m), 

positions in u[l,p) and v[l,q) holds. Let rl,...,rSEu[l,p) (rl < a.. < r,) 

(6, . . ..&Ev[l. q) (r; < *.. < r$,)) be the (m), positions in u[l, p) (v[l, q)). We have 
that s=s’, Qiri if and only if Qir:, UEA for Ibibs, u[l,r,) -(2,,,+i) u[l,r;), 
u(ri, ri+ 1) -(zrn + 1) v(r;, r;+ 1) for 1 < i < s - 1, and u(r,, p) “~2~ + 1) v(rb, q). A similar 
claim holds for the (m), positions in u(p, Iu I] and v(q, Ivl]. Using fact 6 (of Section 3), 

we can conclude that uCI, P) -(I,,,,) vCL q) and U(P, lull -(I,~) u(q, bll. 
Now, if n > 1 and player I in the first move chooses n positions in u or in v, 

a winning strategy for player II in the game 9 (“, 1, m)(~, v) to win each play is described 
asfollows.Letp;,...,p:,(p; < . . . d p;) be positions in u chosen by player I in the first 
move (the proof is similar when starting in 0). Player II chooses positions q\ , . . . , q; in 

v (q; d ... d qb) by considering the following play of the game %cznM, 4m + s)(u, v). In 
the first move, player I chooses the (m), last positions in u[l, pi), the (m), positions in 

U(P>, Pi), . . . . u( p& 1, pb), and the (m), first positions in u( pb, lull for a total of at most 
2nM positions. The result follows similarly as above. q 
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5. Decidability and inclusion results 

5.1. On 2-dot-depth 

This section deals with a first application of the results of the preceding section. Let 

A*1 -fi be of dot-depth two, i.e. ti is either of the form (n, m) or (n, 1, m). The 
2-dot-depth (abbreviated 2dd) of A*/ -% is defined as the smallest n for which A*/ 

-ti E V,, ,,. We show that the 2-dot-depth of A*/ -cn, ,,,) is computable for an arbitrary 

A, and the 2-dot-depth of A*/ -cn, 1, ml is computable for IAl = 2. For IA 1 3 3, an upper 

bound on the 2-dot-depth of A*/ -Cn, l.ml is given. 

Theorem 5.1. The 2-dot-depth of A*/ -(n,m) is computable for an arbitrary A. 

Proof. 2dd(A*/ -(1, ,J = 1. 2dd(A*/ -( zn, m,) = 2n by Lemma 4.5. If IAl = 2, then 

2dd(A*l -(2n + 1, ,,I = 2n by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. If JAI = 3, then 2dd(A*/ -(3,1)) = 2 
by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7. If I A I 3 4, then 2dd(A*/ -t3, 1J = 3 by Lemma 4.8. If IAl 3 3 
and m > 1, then 2dd(A*/ - C3, J = 3 by Lemma 4.9. In the case where I A 1 3 3 and 

n 3 2, we have 2dd(A*/ -C2n + 1,,,) = 2n + 1 by Lemma 4.10. i? 

Theorem 5.2. Zf 1 Al = 2, then 2dd(A*/ -cn, 1, ,,) = 2n. 

Proof. First, -cn, 1, ,,,I E -(.N(~, I), m) by Lemma 2.2, or -cn, 1, m) s P+ 1, mu. Using the 
proof of Theorem 5.1, 2dd(A*/ -(,,, 1, m,) is d 3 2n since 2dd(A*/y2, + 1, ,,) = 2n. 
Lemma 4.11 shows that d d 2n. 0 

Theorem 5.3. Zf IA( = r 2 3, then 2dd(A*/ -c,,, I,~,) < 2nClZim’. 

Proof. By Lemma 4.11. 0 

5.2. On a conjecture of Pin 

This section deals with a second application of the results in Section p. 
We will denote by Y the set of trees on the alphabet {a, G}. Formally, Y is the set of 

words in (a, a}* congruent to 1 in the congruence generated by the relation aZ = 1. 
Intuitively, the words in 9 are obtained as follows: we draw a tree and starting from 
the root we code a for going down and 5 for going up. For example, 

is coded by aatiaaiiaEa&Ziaii. The number of leaves of a word t in {a, a}*, denoted by 
l(t), is by definition the number of occurrences of the factor aa in t. Each tree t factors 
uniquely into t = atltiatzE . . . at& where m > 0 and where the tis are trees. Let t be 
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a tree and let t = tlat2tit3 be a factorization oft. We say that the occurrences of a and 
a defined by this factorization are related if t, is a tree. Let t and t’ be two trees. We say 
that t is extracted from t’ if t is obtained from t’ by removing in t’ a certain number of 
related occurrences of a and 5. 

To the tree reduced to a point is associated (0, A*}. Then to the tree 

is associated the boolean algebra ^y; which is generated by all the languages of the 
form Li,alLi,Uz . . . a,Li,, with 0 < iO < ... < i, < m, where, for 0 < j < r, Lij E ̂ yl, . In 
Pin [13] it was shown that if t is extracted from t’, then “y; G “y;,, and it was 
conjectured that if t, t’ E F-‘, ^y c “I/‘,, if and only if t is extracted from t’. Here, Y 
denotes the set of trees in which each node is of arity different from 1. 

Let fi = (m,, . . . . mk). By induction on k, we define a tree t, as follows: if 
length(e) = 1, then tti = (LZ~)“‘~+ ‘, for ti = (n, m,, . . . , q), tm = (at(,,, _,,, ,,$)“+‘. It is 
easy to see that l(t(, ,,..., ,,,,)) is Jlr(mr, . . . . mk) + 1 = (ml + 1) . . . (mk + 1). “y;, = _S$ 
where Yti denotes the *-variety of languages which are unions of classes of -ti (details 
appear in Cl]). 

Theorem 5.4. The above conjecture is false. 

Proof. For any language L over A, the syntactic congruence of L is defined by 
x -L y if and only if, for all U, v EA*, uxv E L if and only if uyv E L. L is a union of 
classes of a congruence - if and only if - E -L. Now, _?Zu2) c _Yc2, i) since 

12, 1) s “(1,~) (a special case of Lemma 4.1). Hence “+‘& 2) c ^y;,, 1). However, it is easy 
to verify that the tree t(,, 2J is not extracted from the tree tc2, 1,: q 

5.3. Equations and the VI,, ‘s 

The problem of finding equations satisfied in the monoid variety V, and the 
monoid varieties V2, “, a problem related to the decidability of V, and the V,, .‘s, is the 
subject of this section. 

Let w, w‘ E A*. A monoid M satisfies the equation w = w’ if and only if wcp = w’q for 
all morphisms cp : A* + M. One can show that the class of monoids M satisfying the 
equation w = w’ is a monoid variety, denoted by W(w, w’). Let (w,, WA),,, , e be 
a sequence of pairs of words of A*. Consider the following monoid variety: 

w= Un>&n>n W(w,, wk). We say that W is ultimately defined by the equations 
w, = wh (m > 0): this corresponds to the fact that a monoid M is in W if and only if 
M satisfies the equations w, = wh for all m sufficiently large. The equational approach 
to varieties is discussed in Eilenberg [9]. Eilenberg showed that every monoid variety 
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is ultimately defined by a sequence of equations. For example, the monoid variety Vof 
aperiodic monoids is ultimately defined by the equations x” = xm+i (m > 0). 

Theorem 5.5. Every monoid in V,, n satisfies w, = wh for all sujiciently large m, 
where w, and WA denote the words in Lemmas 4.2, 4.5 and 4.8-4.10 that are shown 
to be -c,,,)-equzvalent, or the words in Lemma 4.6 that are shown to be -(,,z,,,)- 
equivalent. 

Proof. It is easily seen, using the above lemmas, that monoids in V,, n satisfy w, = wh 
for some m. This comes from the fact that if A4 E V,, “, then M divides A*/ -Cn, m) for 
some m. Since A*/ -(,,, m) satisfies w, = wh, M satisfies w, = wh. Moreover, if M in 
V,, n satisfies w, = w; for some m, then it satisfies w,, = ~6, for all m’ > m since 

“(n,m’) c -c,,~) for those m’. 0 

5.4. Generalizations to the congruences -r7 

This section gives generalizations of some of the results in Section 4. 

Theorem 5.6. Let k 3 3. -cn ,,.,,, Q s “(1, m) if and only if N(n,, . . . . n,J 2 Jlr(l, m). 

Proof. The necessity of the condition comes from Lemma 2.2 -Q,~,.,.,~~) G 

-V+,, . . ..%l). nr) by Lemma 2.2. Since we have both N(N(n,, . . . . nk_ 1), nk) 

= Jf(nI, . . . . nk) 3 Jr/-U, m) and Jlr(nl,...,n,-,) Z 2, then -(_x(~,,...,~,_,),~,) c 
-(I, m) by Lemma 4.1(l). The sufficiency of the condition follows. 0 

Theorem 5.7. Let k’ 2 2 and n > 1. Zf there exists 1 d k < k’ such that 

m > Jlr(nk+l, . . ..nk.) and (2 + (n - l)M)m d N(nI, . . . . nk)N(nk+l, . . . . nkj), 

then _(fl,, .._, &) c -(n, rn)> where 2L(m - l)/m’]M is the maximum number of (m, m’) 

positions in words over A. 

Proof. The special case k’ = 2 is Lemma 4.3. The general statement follows from 
that special case and Lemma 2.2 since “(n ,,..., II&,) c “(n I,..‘, n,,n,+, ,..., nt,) z 

-U% ,...1 nr), “Ktn,, I,..., nt,)). q 
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